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Abstract-This paper contains a complete characterization of the nonnegativity of a discrete 
quadratic functional with one endpoint allowed to vary. In particular, we derive the exact form and 
explain the role of the (strengthened) Legendre condition in the discrete calculus of variations. Under 
this condition, the nonnegativity of the quadratic functional is equivalent to each of the following 
conditions: the nonexistence of intervals conjugate to 0, the existence of a certain conjoined basis 
of the associated Jacobi difference equation, the nonnegativity of certain recurrence matrices, and, 
under a natural additional assumption, the existence of a symmetric solution to the Riccati matrix 
difference equation. Moreover, an extension of the discrete Legendre condition is derived for the given 
discrete variational problem. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Discrete quadratic functional, Legendre condition, Jacobi difference equation, Con- 
jugate interval, Discrete calculus of variations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let n, N E N be given. By the interval [a, b] we always mean the interval of integers {a, a + 
1 , . . . , b - 1, b}. Thus, denote J := [0, N] and J* := [0, N + I]. In this work, we study the 
nonnegativity of the discrete quadratic functional 
z(7) := Viho + e {v;+lpk 7]k+l+ 2 r]:+&k bk + ArlkTRk bk} , 
k=O 
Mrlo = 0, rlN+l = 0, (1) 
where I’, Pk, Qk, &, k E J, are given n x n-matrices, M is an r x n-matrix, r 5 n, r, Pk, Rk 
are symmetric, & + Ql is invertible, and vk, k E J*, are n-vectors. Quadratic functional 
F2 = (l/2)2 is the second variation of the discrete calculus of variations problem with one 
varying and one fixed endpoint 
minimize F(X) := +o) + &(k,xk+&&), 
k=O 
94x0) = 0, xN+l = P, 
P) 
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where g, K, ‘p are given twice continuously differentiable functions, 
g:.lxRnxRn-ilRn, K : IV + B, cp : R” -+ W’, r I 72, 
and p E R” is a given vector. Finding the characterization of the nonnegativity (Z 2 0) and 
positivity (1 > 0) of 1, i.e., the necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for (P), respectively, 
has been a research focus of many authors in the past two decades; see, e.g., [l-12]. Conditions 
equivalent to Z > 0, such as the nonexistence of conjugate intervals in (0, N + l], or the existence 
of a certain conjoined basis of the associated Jacobi difference equation, have been very well 
understood [2], even in a more general context of a discrete optimal control theory [7,12]. However, 
the problem of finding conditions equivalent to Z > 0 has never been addressed, except of the 
necessary conditions presented in [2, Theorem 141. The difficulty seems to reside in understanding 
the role of the discrete (strengthened) Legendre condition in this problem. In the continuous-time 
theory and for Cl-state solutions, the Legendre condition is 
R(t) 2 0, for all t E [a, b], (2) 
which is a necessary condition for the nonnegativity of the corresponding second variation (de- 
noted by &). The strengthened Legendre condition is 
W) > 0, for all t E [e,b], (3) 
and under this condition, 92 2 0 is equivalent to the nonexistence of conjugate points in (a, b). 
Moreover, condition (3) implies that & > 0 when restricted to a sufficiently small interval [a, c]. 
However, the argument involves a limit process in this case, and therefore, obviously does not 
apply to the discrete-time setting. 
When both endpoints are fixed, the conditions 
Rk+Rk+l+Qk+Q;+Pk>O, for all Ic E [l, N], (4 
Rk+Rk+l+Qk+Q;+Pk>O, for all k E [l, N], (5) 
are known as a discrete Legendre condition and a discrete strengthened Legendre condition, see, 
e.g., [2,6], since they are implied by Z 2 0 and Z > 0, respectively. The scalar case (n = 1) pre- 
sented by Ahlbrandt and Hooker [5] h as b een extended to the n-vector case by Ahlbrandt [2], and 
adopted by other authors; see [1,3,6,13]. A strengthened Legendre condition & + Rk+i + Pk > 0 
is derived in [14] for the quadratic functional associated with the second-order matrix equation 
-A(RkAxk) + pkxk+l = O, 
i.e., for Z with Qk E 0. The (strengthened) Legendre condition of Kawasaki [15] for symmetric 
matrices is just the above condition (4),(5) in the scalar case n = 1. However, the role of (4),(5) 
in the discrete conjugate intervals theory has never been clarified. This work fills this gap, and 
our Theorem 2 shows that (4) and (5) indeed deserve the name “the discrete (strengthened) 
Legendre condition”. 
In [l], it is shown that (what the authors call strengthened Legendre condition and alternative 
strengthened Legendre condition) 
Rk and & + Q,’ invertible for all k E [0, N], 
or 
Qk symmetric and & + Ql invertible for all k E [0, N] 
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are the conditions that guarantee the equivalence of the positivity of Z and disconjugacy of 
the corresponding linear Hamiltonian difference system. These invertibility type conditions are 
not, however, implied by Z > 0, so we believe they are not the “true strengthened Legendre 
conditions”. It is also shown in [l] that if the stepsize tends to zero, the discrete Legendre 
condition (4) becomes the usual continuous one (2). Unification, explanation, and extension are 
expected via the time scales approach [16,17]. 
Positivity of the discrete quadratic functionals in a more general setting of discrete optimal 
control theory and linear Hamiltonian difference systems has been studied recently in [1,7-10,12, 
18-231. Except in our previous work [ll], there are no results concerning Z > 0 in this more 
general framework. Thus, a similar characterization of Z 2 0 and the exact form of the (strength- 
ened) Legendre condition in discrete optimal control is still an open question, currently in the 
process of our investigation. 
Characterization of the nonnegativity of Z when one endpoint varies reveals an important 
conclusion about the set of necessary conditions for Z > 0, and hence, the set of necessary 
optimality conditions for (P), which cannot be seen from the case when both endpoints are fixed. 
Namely, the condition VoM = 0 in Theorem 3(vii) completes the set of necessary conditions in 
terms of the Riccati equation, and this condition is important when proving the sufficiency of 
(vii) in Theorem 3 for Z 2 0. 
The setup of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we present basic notions and some 
auxiliary results needed in our work. Our main result (Theorem 2) is presented and proved in 
Section 3. Under a discrete strengthened Legendre condition, it lists a number of conditions 
which are equivalent to the nonnegativity of a discrete quadratic functional. Section 4 contains 
a characterization of Z > 0 in terms of the Riccati matrix equation (Theorem 3). A slight 
strengthening of each of the conditions equivalent to Z 2.0 yields naturally a corresponding 
characterization of Z > 0 (Corollaries 2 and 3). In the last section, we state necessary and 
sufficient optimality conditions for the discrete variational problem (P). We also derive a new 
optimality condition (Theorem 6), which is in fact a generalization of the discrete Legendre 
condition (4), as a necessary condition for Z 2 0. 
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
Let us introduce the terminology and notation used throughout the paper. By Ker A, Im A, 
AT 7 AT-l, At, A 2 0, and A > 0 we denote the kernel, image, transpose, inverse of the 
transpose, Moore-Penrose generalized inverse, positive semidefiniteness, and positive definiteness, 
respectively, of the matrix A. The forward difference operator is denoted by A; i.e., Ayk = 
yk+i - yk. We start with basic properties of solutions of the three term recurrence equation 
-Sk+l??k+Z + Tk+lVk+l - s;qk = 0, kc [O,N-11, CT) 
where S,T : J + Rnx”, Tk is symmetric, and Sk is invertible. The Jacobi difference equation 
for a discrete variational problem (P) is a three term recurrence of form (T), as we shall see in 
Section 4. For more details see [2,6,24]. As usual, the vector solutions of (T) will be denoted by 
small letters, and the n x n-matrix solutions by capital ones. For any two solutions X, Y of (T) 
the Wronsban matrix {X,Y} := XLS IC k+i - Xz+iSLYk is constant. A solution X of (T) is a Y 
conjoined basis if rank (2) = n and {X,X} = 0; i.e., X,$SkXk+i is symmetric. A solution 71 
of (T) is said to have a generalized zero in the interval (m, m + l] if 
%n #O and dm := d.Smrlm+l I 0. 
Consider the quadratic functional J’ defined by 
(6) 
9(s):=~;Tm+~{~~ T Q k+l k+l k+l - dskr]k+l - d+l’&k 1, 
kc0 
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subject to the sequences {qk}kN_+gl satisfying the boundary conditions (1). Such 7 is called a&k+ 
sible. We say that J’ is nonnegative (J 2 0) if J(q) 2 0 for all admissible q. The functional J 
is positive definite (J > 0) if J(Q) > 0 for all admissible 71, 77 $ 0. In order to easily compare 
our results with what is already known, we state the two propositions below. A characterization 
of the positivity of J is proven in [2, Theorem 41, when both endpoints are fixed. 
PROPOSITION 1. ZERO BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. Let M = I. The following are equivalent. 
(i) 3 > 0, i.e., J(V) > 0 for all 77 with ~0 = 0 = ~N+I and Q $ 0. 
(ii) Equation (T) is disconjugate on J*, i.e., no solution of (T) has more than one, and no 
solution 71 of (T) with ~0 = 0 has any generalized zero in (0, N + 11. 
(iii) The solution X of(T) with X0 = 0 and X1 invertible has Xk invertible for all k E [l, N+l] 
and satisfies 
X,TSkXk+l > 0, for all k E [l,N]. 
PROPOSITION 2. ZERO BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. (See [2, Theorem 141.) Let M = I. Let 7 be 
a nontrivial solution of(T) with ~0 = 0 and define dk, k E J, by (6). Then J 2 0 implies 
d/c > 0, for all k E [l, N - 11, and dN 2 0. (7) 
We will also need more general treatment of linear difference equations, namely the concept of 
linear Hamiltonian difference system 
Am = AkVk+l + &qk, Aqk = ckvk+l - A,Tqk, (H) 
where A, B, C : J --+ lPx*, Bk, ck are symmetric, and I - Ak is invertible; we denote &‘:= (I- 
Ak)-‘. For a more detailed discussion we refer to [1,6,7]. Ag ain, the vector solutions of (H) will 
be denoted by small letters, and the n x n-matrix solutions by capital ones. A pair (q, q) is said to 
be admissible (on J*) if it satisfies the first equation of(H), i.e., Aqk = Akr]k+l +Bkqk, k E J, and 
the boundary conditions (1). Let (X, U), (x, 0) b e solutions of (H). Then Xzok - u:xk E w, 
where W is a constant n x n matrix, sometimes called a Wronskian of the solutions (X, U) and 
(g,!?). If W = I, then th ese solutions are called normalized. A solution (X, U) is said to be a 
conjoined basis if XTU is symmetric and 
( > 
s = 12. 
Following [7], a solution (X, U) of (H) is said to have no focal points in (0, N + 11, provided 
Ker Xk+l c Ker Xk and Dk := &x~+liik& 10 
holds for all k E J. Observe that Dks are symmetric when the kernel condition holds [7, Lemma 21. 
System (H) is said to be disconjugate on J* if the principal solution at 0 has no focal points in 
(0, N + 11. The interval (m, m + I] is a generalized zero of a solution (77, q) of (H), provided 
7lm #O, 71,+1 E Im&dk, and rlABk(I - &h,+l IO. 
This formulation is equivalent to saying that for some c E B” 
rim #O, rlm+l = -&n&c, and & 5 0. (8) 
With (H) is associated the Riccati matrix difference equation 
R[W],, = Awk - ck + A;Wk + (wk+l - c&&(Ak + BkWk) = 0, W 
and the quadratic functional 
x(rl, 4) := V&O + 2 {d+&k T]k+l + 4kTBk qk} . 
k=O 
The following statement is not directly needed in this work, but it played an important. role in 
our motivation. For the sake of completeness and comparison with Proposition 1 and our results 
we provide it as well. 
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PROPOSITION 3. ZERO BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. (See [7, Theorem 21.) Let I’ = M = 0. The 
following are eq trivalent. 
(i) K > 0, i.e., Ic(q,q) > 0 for all admissible (~,q) with r]c = 0 = q~+r and 77 $ 0. 
(ii) System (H) is disconjugate on J*. 
(iii) No solution of (H) has more than one and no solution (q,q) of (H) with 710 = 0 has any 
generalized zero in (0, N + 11. 
(iv) Equation R[W]kGk =0 has a symmetric solution W with Bk - B&(Wk+l -Ck)&Bk 2 0 
for all Ic E J, where Gk, k E J, are certain controllability matrices. 
REMARK 1. When the three term recurrence equation (T) is an Euler-Lagrange equation of 
the quadratic functional Z with Rk and Rk + QL invertible, then (T) can be rewritten as the 
linear Hamiltonian system (H); see Section 4. In this case, the corresponding notions for (T) 
and (H), such as generalized zeros, quadratic functionals 1, 3, and Ic, etc., coincide. Therefore, 
Proposition 1 is a special case of Proposition 3 in this case. It should be clear from the context 
to which of the above notions we refer. 
3. NONNEGATIVITY OF J 
In this section, we derive the (strengthened) Legendre condition for the quadratic functional J 
corresponding to the three term recurrence equation (T) defined in the previous section. We 
state and prove our main result, Theorem 2, on the nonnegativity of J. We show in fact that, 
under the appropriate discrete strengthened Legendre condition, the converse of Proposition 2 
holds true. Moreover, we extend the result into the case when one endpoint varies and the other 
is iixed. 
Thus, let Tk,Sk E IIP’“, M E IF”“, r < n, with Tk symmetric, k E J. Let Y be the 
n x r-matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis for Ker M; i.e., Ker M = Im Y. 
REMARK 2. 
(i) Denote by M the projection 
M := ~~ (MM~)-’ M. 
It follows easily that Mcu = 0 iff Ma = 0. 
(ii) The matrix Y also defines a projection y := YYT E LFx” (observe YTY = IpX,.). It 
follows easily that Im Y = Im Y = Ker M = Ker M. Upon taking the transpose we get 
Ker y = Im M and thus, 
YYT=y=I-M. P-9 
In order to ensure unique solvability of initial value problems for (T), our general assumption 
is 
Sk invertible for all k E J and M has full rank. (Al) 
Let & be the block tridiagonal matrices associated with the quadratic functional 3; i.e., for 
k E J, 
a& := 
YTToY -YTSo 0 . . . 0 
-S;Y Tl -S1 ‘.. i 
0 -S,T T2 *., 0 
. . . . . . 
--Sk-l 
0 . . . 0 -s,T, Tk I 
If M = I, then Y = 0, and hence, delete the first row and column in the above matrix and start 
just with Lr = Tl. Thus, we are in the zero boundary conditions case [2]; see also [11,19,23]. 
Now, if ~0 = Ya for some cy E RF, with the notation n* := (aT$ . . . qi)T we immediately have 
the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. If r] is admissible for 3 then J(v) = (r]*)TC~q*. 
PROOF. Note that since ~N+I = 0, it does not appear in v*. 
A simple matrix calculation leads to the following. 
LEMMA 2. The matrices 20 := & = YTToY, 21 := Tl - SJYC;‘YTSo, and 
zk+l:=Tk+l- ( m;k)T&l (1)) k~[l,~-l], 
satisfy the recurrence equations 
21 = Tl - S,TYZ,-‘YTS,,, 
zk+l = Tk+l - s,‘z,-‘Sk, k E [l,N - 11, 
whenever the appropriate inverses exist. 
THEOREM 1. DISCRETE (STRENGTHENED) LEGENDRE CONDITION. Ifg 2 0,then the discrete 
Legendre condition 
YTToY 2 0 and Tk 2 0, for all k E [l, IV] 
holds. If J > 0, then the discrete strengthened Legendre condi.tion 
YTToY > 0 and Tk > 0, for all k E [l, N] PO)., 
holds. 
PROOF. Let m E J. Just pick up an admissible 11 with all entries zero except at IC = m, say 
elm = c. Then J(q) = cTTmc and the result follows. I 
A notion of an interval conjugate to 0 is a natural extension of t&e generalized zero from fixed 
to variable initial endpoint; see also 111,121. 
DEFINITION 1. CONJUGATE INTERVAL. Let m E J. An interval (m, m + l] is conjugate to 0 if 
there exists a nontrivial solution r/ of (T) that h, as a generalized zero in (m, m + l] and satisfies 
the initial and transversality conditions 
Mvo = 0, VI= S,-’ (Tovo + MT?). (11) 
If (m, m + l] is conjugate to 0 and the inequality in (6) is strict, we say that the interval (m, m+l] 
is strictly conjugate to 0. 
Similarly, using (8), we define intervals (strictly) conjugate to 0 for system (H). 
REMARK 3. Observe that if M = I, the interval (0, l] cannot be conjugate to 0. 
One of the main contributions of this paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. CHARACTERIZATION OF J 2 0. Assume (Al) holds. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(i) J 1 0, i.e., J(v) 2 0 for all admissible r], and the strengthened Legendre condition (10) 
holds. 
(ii) & > 0 for all k E [0, N - l], and LN 2 0. 
(iii) There is no interval (m, m + l] C (0, IV] conjugate to 0, and (N, N + l] is not strictly 
conjugate to 0; i.e., the Jacobi necessary condition holds. 
(iv) The solution X of(T) with 
Xo=I-M, XI = S,-‘(ToXo + M), (12) 
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has Xk invertible for all k E [l, N] and satisfies 
YTX,TSoXIY > 0, 
x,Tskxk+l > 0, 
x‘$NxN+12 0. 
forallkE[l,N-11, 
(13) 
(14 
(15) 
(v) The solution X of(T) with (12) has XI, invertible for all k E [l, N], and the matrices Dk 
defined by 
Dk :=&x,$:1& ICE [O,N-11, 
satisfy 
Do > 0, on Im TOY, 
Dk > 0, forallkE[l,N-11, 
TN - S$:-~DN-~SN-~ > 0. 
(vi) The matrices Hk defined recursively by 
Ho := YTToY, 
HI := Tl - STYH-‘YTS 0 0 07 
Hk+l := Tk+l - s;H+-k, k E [l,N - 11, 
(16) 
(17) 
w-9 
satisfy 
Hk >o, forallkE[O,N-11, HNLO. 
PROOF. We proceed by showing the fohowing steps: 
(ii) =+- (i) * (iii) * (iv) 3 (v) =5 (vi) * (ii). 
In this proof, X will always be the solution of (T) given by the initial conditions (12). Thus, 
from (T) we obtain 
x;+1sk+lxk+2 = x,T+,Tk+db+l - x,T+,$xk, k E [O, N - 11. (22) 
(ii) + (i) This is a direct consequence of Lemma 1. 
(i) =S (iii) Let 17 be a nontrivial solution of (T) satisfying (11). Then ~0 = Yo for some a E R’, 
(Y # 0. Hence, r]k = Xkc for all k E J’, where c E W” satisfies Xsc = XcYa. Assume first that 
A4 # I. Then from (12) we have 
SoXIY = ToXoY = TOY, w-9 
and hence, 
YTX,TSoXIY = YTToY > 0. (24) 
Thus, it follows that 
do = Tgsor), = cTX,TSoX1c = aTYTX,TSoXIYa > 0, 
and hence, in this case, (0, l] is not conjugate to 0. Let now M be arbitrary (not necessarily # I) 
and (m, m + l] be conjugate to 0 for some m E [I, N - 11. Then as in [2, Theorem 41, define the 
admissible {&}p=y by extending 77 as 0 on [m + 1, N + 11. It follows that J($) = d, 5 0. The 
nonnegativity of J implies J(ij) = 0. Thus, q is optimal for the accessory problem, and hence, 
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must satisfy equation (T). However, since VN = qN+r = 0, we obtain qk E 0 on J*, and hence, 
qk E 0 on [0, m], which is a contradiction. Finally, if dN < 0, then define the admissible {$&}f201 
as nk on [0, N] and @,~+r := 0. Then J’(q) = q$S~n~+r = dN < 0, which contradicts J > 0. 
(iii) + (iv) This is a direct consequence of the relation qk = Xkc for all k E J* between X and 
the vector solutions r] of (T) satisfying (11); i.e., dk = cTXISkXk+rc for all k E J. Then (14) 
and (15) follow from (iii). 
(iv) + (v) Note first th a , via (23) and (24), De = XoX,‘Sc’ implies t 
YTToDoToY = YTXIS,TDoSoXIY =.YTX,TSoXIY = YTToY > 0; (25) 
i.e, (16) holds. Moreover, the identity 
x,T,,$Dkskxk+l = xlc’++l$xk = (x:skxk+l)’ 
and relation (14) immediately imply Dk > 0 for k E [I, N - 11. Next, note that since Xk+r is 
invertible for k E [O, N - 11, and whence, for k E [O, N - 21 
D,& = ~k+lxk+2xj& = Tk+l - $&Sk. (26) 
This is readily seen from the recurrence equation (22) by 
sk+lxk+2x,-:, = Tk+l - sk’xkx,-:, = Tk+l - s;Dksk. 
Therefore, for k = N - 1 the above identity yields 
TN - S$-lD~--lS~-l = SNXN+~X,~ =X&-l (X$ZJ’~X~+~) Xi1 10. (27) 
(v) + (vi) from the strengthened Legendre condition we have Ho > 0. Since the matrices Hk 
and Dkl satisfy the same recurrence relations (20), (21), and (26), in order to show that actually 
Hk = Dil > 0, k E [l, N - 11, it suffices to prove either 
(a) 0~’ = HI = Tl if M = I, or 
(b) DO = YHG’YT if M #I. 
Part (a) is, however, satisfied trivially because (26) holds at k = 0 and, in this case, Xe = Do = 0. 
Now, consider the other case M # I. nom (9) and (23), it follows that DO = XeXcr S;’ satisfies 
DoTo(I -M) = I-M. (28) 
Since Xr is invertible, the kernel condition Ker Xr c Ker Xe implies that Do is symmetric, by [7, 
Lemma 2(ii)]. Thus, 
MD0 = DoM = 0. (29) 
The identities (28) and (29) yield 
I-M = DoTo(I - M) = Do(M + I - M)To(I - M) 
= Do(I - M)To(I - M). 
Since I - M = YY T, we have 
YYT = DoYYTToYYT, 
and the identity YTY = I together with the invertibility of YTToY implies DoY = Y(YTToY)-l. 
Hence, applying (29) again we obtain 
Do = Do(I - M) = DoYYT = Y (YTT,,Y)-1 YT. 
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Thus, part (b) is proved, and therefore, Hk = 0;’ >0,k~[l,N-11. ConditionHNZOthen 
follows from (18). 
(vi) + (ii) It is known, see, e.g., [19, Theorem 3.21, that &+r > 0 iff & > 0 and 
&+l=Tk+l- ( _“,)T&l ( ;sk) >o. (30) 
Observe that Cc = YTToY > 0 if M #‘I, or Li = Tl = HI > 0 if A4 = I. Since Ho = 20 = 
YTToY, Lemma 2 implies that zk = Hk for all k E I. Therefore, it follows from (vi) and (30) 
that & > 0,. . . , CN-~ > 0. The latter yields that .CN 2 0 iff LN-1 invertible and ZN 2 0. But 
since ZN = HN 2 0, we obtain that CN 2 0. The proof is complete. I 
REMARK 4. Prom the proof, it results that the statement of Theorem 2 remains valid if we only 
assume 
YTToY > 0, ifM#I. (31) 
Under this condition, J > 0 implies all the other conditions Tk > 0, k E [I, IV], via the Dk > 0 
condition (17). Condition (31) is an analogue of the continuous time statement [25, Lemma l] 
(with the notation from Section 1) 
R(a) > 0 =+ G2([%4) > 0, for some c E (a, b). 
The next statement shows that the necessary conditions for J 2 0 in Proposition 2 are also 
sufficient for J > 0. Note that since (31) is trivial if Y = 0, i.e., if M = I, no strengthened 
Legendre condition is required. 
COROLLARY 1. ZERO BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. Let M = I. Then J 2 0 iff for any nontrivial 
solution Q of (T) with ~0 = 0 condition (7) holds true. 
The following result, which is a consequence of the proof of Theorem 2, shows that a natural 
slight strengthening of each of the conditions characterizing J 2 0 actually gives a characteriza- 
tion of J > 0. In the statement below, X is the solution of (T) given by the initial conditions (12). 
Recall that J > 0 implies the strengthened Legendre condition (10). 
COROLLARY 2. CHARACTERIZATION OF J > 0. Suppose (Al). Then the following are equivs 
lent. 
(i) J > 0, i.e., J(n) > 0 for all admissible 7, 77 $ 0. 
(ii) J > 0, (31) h o Id s, and any of the following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) xN+l is invertible. 
(b) HN is invertible. 
(c) (N, IV + l] is not conjugate to 0. 
(iii) .& > 0 for aII k E J. 
(iv) There is no interval (m, m + l] C (0, N + l] conjugate to 0; i.e., the Jacobi sufficient 
condition holds. 
(v) Xk is invertible for all k E [l, IV + 11, (13) h o Id s, and XLSkXk+i > 0 for aII k E [l,N]. 
(vi) Xk is invertible for all k E [l, N + 11, (16) holds, and Dk > 0 for all k E [l, IV]. 
(vii) Hk > 0 for all k E J. 
REMARK 5. Corollary 2 says that, under the strengthened Legendre condition (lo), the gap 
between J 2 0 and ,7 > 0 is as close, or as far, as XN+~ being invertible. Thus, the equivalence 
of (i)-(iii) in Theorem 2 can be interpreted as a discrete analogue of the continuous time statement 
(with the notation from Section 1) 
G2 2 0 ti G2( [a, c]) > 0 for all c E (a, b) 
# there is no point c E (a, b) conjugate to a, 
which holds under the strengthened Legendre condition (3); see, e.g., [26,27]. 
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REMARK 6. Characterization of J > 0 in terms of ,? 1 0 and one of the Conditions (a)-(c) in 
Part (ii) of Corollary 2 is a new result even in the case of both endpoints fixed; cf. Proposition 1. 
4. RICCATI EQUATION AND Z > 0 
Next, we wish to include a result on the Riccati matrix difference equation (R). This equation 
can be derived only when 3 corresponds to the quadratic functional Z with Rk invertible. Ex- 
panding the forward differences, we obtain Z(n) = J(n), and equation (T) is the Jacobi difference 
equation 
A (Rkbk + Q;rlk+l) = QkAqk + pkqk+l, 
The matrices Tk and Sk are then defined by 
To := r + Ro, 
k E [O,N- 11. (34 
Tk+l := RI, + Rk+l + Qk + 9,’ + 9, k E [O,N - 11, (33) 
Sk := Rk -l-Q;, k E J. 
In this section, we will use the assumption 
Sk, & invertible for all k E J, and M has full rank. W) 
If (A2) holds, the Jacobi equation (32) can be rewritten as a linear Hamiltonian system (H) 
with uk = &AXk + QlXk+i, where 
Ak := -R;lQ;, B,+ := R;‘, ck := pk - Qk@& (34 
In this section, we use the uk above when Xk is given. Then X solves (32) iff (X, U) solves (H), 
and one also has Z(n) = x(7, q) with 
qk := Rkbk + Qhk+l. (35) 
By using (34), d irect computation also shows that the Riccati matrix equation (R) takes in this 
case the form 
&[W]k E Aw, - Pk + (w k+l - pk - Qk) (Rk + Q:)-1 (wk - Q:) = 0. (RI 
Although Ril does not appear in (R) directly, we needed Rk invertible to derive it. 
REMARK 7. Denote l! := (I- M)l?(l - M). Then r]zI’qc = $fnc for r]c E Ker M. 
THEOREM 3. Let Tk, Sk, k E J, be defined by (33). A ssume (A2) holds. Then Conditions (i)-(vi) 
of Theorem 2 are also equivalent to the following. 
(vii) There exists a symmetric solution W on [0, N] to the Riccati matrix difference equa- 
tion (I?), k E [l, N - 11, with _R[W]oY = 0, such that 
wo = F, (36) 
YT(Ro + Wo)Y > 0, (37) 
& + wk > 0, for all k E [ 1, N - 11, (38) 
RN+WN>O, (39) 
and the matrix VO defined by 
Do := (Ro + &0)-l @I + Qo + Q,’ + PO - WI) (Ro + Q;)-’ 
satisfies 
VoM = 0. (40) 
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PROOF. Theorem 2(v) =+ (vii). We know that (R) and (FJ are the same. For X in Theorem 2(v), 
define Wk by 
- - 
w, := ukx; + UkXlXk - u, 
( >( 
I-x;Lxk u;, 
> 
where (X, 0) is a conjoined basis of (H) given by 
(41) 
x, = - (f+M) (I+fz)-l, 00 = (I-M) (I+f2)-l; 
i.e., (X, U) and (X,0) are normalized. Arguments similar to (ii) + (iii) in [12, Theorem 51 yield 
that the sequence Wh solves R[W]ke;*kPk = 0 on Ker M&c, k E [0, N - 11, where ~?-k and Pk 
are certain controllability and projection matrices with Pe = I. Since we are in the calculus of 
variations setting, we have e&‘$ is invertible for all k E J. Hence, R[W]o(I - M) = 0, which 
is the same as R[W]oY = 0. Moreover, it is known that Wk = UkX,’ solves (R) whenever Xk 
and Xk+i are invertible. Thus, Theorem 2(v) implies that (R) is satisfied for all k E [l, N - 11. 
From (41) it follows that 
W,,=f-M+M(I+f2)-lM=f, (42) 
since M = M(I + t2), and hence, we obtain (36). Equality (42) also implies that 
YT(R,, + W,,)Y = YT (‘+ &) Y = YT(I’ + Ro)Y = YTToY > 0 (43) 
by (25), so that (37) holds true. To prove (38), note that XI, is invertible on [l, N] with Dk > 0 
on [l, N - 11. Then, the first equation of (H) yields the invertibility of I+ Bk W,+ = R;‘( Rk + Wk), 
and 
(Rk + W&l = (I + BkWjJIBI, = Dk > 0, forallkE[l,N-11. 
Now, use the first equation of (H) at k = N to get XN+~ = ‘S;;~(RN + WN)XN, so that 
X;SNXN+I = X$(RN + WN)XN 
In view of (27) and (18), inequality (39) follows. Finally, a direct computation shows that 
V. = B. - BoA,T( Wl - Co)A c B a with Ao, Bo, Co as in (34). Since Xi is invertible, the kernel 
condition Ker Xi C Ker Xc and [7, Lemma 2(ii)] imply Dc = Do = XcX,‘& Bo. It follows that 
Do is symmetric and l&M = DoM = 0. 
(vii) +- Theorem 2(i). Let {~k}~=!e’ be admissible for Z and define qk by (35), so that (y,q) is 
admissible for 1c and K(v,q) = 2(q). Note that for the matrices 2)k defined by 
Dk = Bk - Bk$(Wk+l - Ck)AkBk, k E [O, N - 11, 
we have DI, = (& + w,)-‘, k E [l, N - 11, b ecause wk solves (R) on [l, N - 11. Thus, by (38), 
vk > 0 for all k E [l, N - l]. Furthermore, q~+i = 0 and the equation AqN = ANqN+1+ BNqN 
imply 
qN = --B-l N VN = --RN~~N. (44) 
Since R[W]oY = 0 and R[W]k = 0, k E [1, N - l], we apply a Picone-type identity, more 
precisely [7, Lemma 2(i)], on the interval [0, N - 11. Set zk := qk - W,qk, k E J. Then 
I(V) = x(rl, 4) = &h + 5 {d+lck qk+l + &% Qk} 
k=O 
N-l 
= d(r - Woho + &WNVN + c &i-Dkzk + {d+&N qN+l + d$N (?N} 
kc0 
W$4 T 
N-l 
~N(RN i- WN)~N f c Zlvkzk 
k=O 
wy39) 
- Z~V~ZO. 
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We need to show that ‘De 2 0 and the proof will be complete. To see this, observe that the 
equality R[W]cY = 0 implies 
‘Do(Ro + Wo)Y = Y, (45) 
and (42) gives WcY = l?Y, so that (& + Wo)Y = TOY. Hence, multiplying (45) by YT we obtain 
VoTo(I - M) = I - M. 
Together with DeM = 0 from (40), the same argument as in the proof of(v) + (vi) in Theorem 2 
yields 
v(J = Y (YTToY)-’ YT. 
In view of (37) and (43), our claim ‘De 1 0 follows. Therefore, Z(q) > 0 and the proof is now 
complete. I 
REMARK 8. If (A2) holds, the necessary Conditions (iii)-(v) of Theorem 2 and (vii) of Theorem 3 
for Z 2 0 follow from minor modifications of [ll, Theorems 5-71, since the variational problem (P) 
is normal on any interval. 
COROLLARY 3. Let Tk, Sk, k E J, be defined by (33) and assume (A2). Conditions (i)-(vii) of 
Corollary 2 are also equivalent to the following. 
(viii) There exists a symmetric solution W on J* of the Riccati matrix equation (a), k E [l, N], 
with R[W]oY = 0, V,-,M = 0, and which satisfies (36),(37), and Rk + wk > 0 for all 
k E [l,N]. 
PROOF. In addition to the proof of (vii) + (‘) 1 in Theorem 3, we need to show that Z(q) = 0 
implies 7]k G 0 for all k E J*. However, if T(Q) = 0, then Z)k%k = 0, k E J, and [7, Lemma 2(i)] 
gives the identity Zkvk+i = vk, k E J, where zk is a certain n X n-matrix. Therefore, if r]N+r = 0 
it follows that also 77~ = . . . = ~0 = 0. I 
REMARK 9. The argument in the above proof cannot be applied to the proof of (vii) 3 (i) in 
Theorem 3, since the identity zkvk+r = vk holds only for k E [0, N - l] in that case. So no 
conclusion about the previous r],@ can be derived from r]N. 
5. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
In this section, we present necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for the variational 
problem (P). A sequence z = {xk}f=+d satisfying the boundary conditions in (P) is called feasible 
for (P). A feasible sequence f is called a weak local minimum for (P) if for some E > 0, ? mini- 
mizes F’(Z) over all feasible sequences z satisfying ]xk - ?k] < E, k E J*, where ] . ] is any norm 
in lRn. 
In [1,2] for the fixed endpoints and in [ll] for variable endpoints it is shown that if z is an 
optimal feasible sequence for (P), then it satisfies the Euler-Lagrange difference equation 
Agu(k,a+l,A4 = gz(k,~k+l,A~k)r ICE [O,N-11, (46) 
and, for some y E RT, the transversality condition 
gu(O, ~1, Azo) = VK(zo) + yTW (47) 
where gU is the gradient of g with respect to the last variable. The second variation 32 is the 
quadratic functional 32 = (l/2) Z 1 0, where 
pk := L&z, &k := gxu, Rk := guu, 
evaluated at (k, 21;+1, kck), and 
A4 := VqJ(zo), I? := V2K(zo) + yTV2$?(zo). 
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The minimization problem for 32, known also as the accessory problem, yields the Jacobi differ- 
ence equation (32) and the initial and transversality conditions 
Mrlo = 0, VI= (Ro+Q,T)-1 [(Ro+r)rlo+MTy]. 
Applying the results from Sections 3 and 4 to 32, we obtain the following necessary and 
sufficient conditions for optimality in (P). 
THEOREM 4. NECESSARY OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS. Let Z’k, Sk, Ic E J, be defined by (33). 
Assume (Al) and that the strengthened Legendre condition (10) holds. If {xk}z2+d is an optimal 
sequence for (P), then all the conditions (i)-(vi) of Theorem 2 are satisfied. In addition, if (A2) 
holds, then condition (vii) of Theorem 3 is also satisfied. 
PROOF. Apply Theorems 2 and 3. I 
THEOREM 5. SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS. Let Tk, Sk, Ic E J, be defined by (33). 
Suppose that x = {~k}~~~’ is a feasible sequence for (P) satisfying the Euler-Lagrange equa- 
tion (46) and, for some y E I!%‘, the transversality condition (47). If any of the Conditions (i)-(vii) 
of Corollary 2 holds, or under (AZ) condition (viii) of Corollary 3 holds, then x is a strict local 
minimum for (P). 
PROOF. Apply the result of [28, p. 3071 and [12, Th eorems 1 and 3] with Corollaries 2 and 3. 1 
We conclude this section by proving a new necessary optimality condition for (P), an extension 
of the discrete Legendre condition as a necessary condition for Z 2 0. The discrete Legendre 
condition, Theorem 1, is derived via isolating the diagonal elements of the block tridiagonal 
matrix CN, essentially using v. The corresponding continuous result is, however, proven in a 
different manner. If t E (a, b) is fixed, one keeps r] and 7’ zero except near t, where v is bounded 
and 77’ large. This suggests expressing Z in terms of Aq, and indeed, we obtain a generalization 
of Theorem 1. More precisely, Theorem 1 is a special case of the statement below for 1 = m + 1 
in (48) and m = 0 in (49). 
THEOREM 6. NECESSARY CONDITION FOR Z 2 0. If Z 1 0, then for any m, 1 E J, m < 1, we 
have 
l-l 
(48) 
j=m 
and for any m E J 
m-1 
r+&n+CPj>O, on Ker M. (49) 
j=O 
(We define CO1 := 0.) 
PROOF. Let q be admissible for 1. Since QN+~ = 0, we can write qk = - Cj”=, A77j for all I; E J. 
Substituting this into 1 we obtain for any choice of {A7&}F=o with M Cf=‘=, Ar]k = --Mqo = 0, 
Z(rl) = 
where for k E J, 
’ 40 
Avl 
42 
AVN- 
, AVN 
i-20 Ilo A0 . . . R,T cl1 A1 ... 
A; AT !& ..’ 
. . . . . . 
Ao Ao 
Al AI 
A2 A2 
fiN-1 AN-I 
A;-, ON 
(50) 
\ 
k-l k-l 
Rk:=I?$Rk+CPj, Ak:=I’-Q;+xl,. 
j=O j=o 
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Fix 7% 1 as in the theorem and choose Aqk := 0 for all k # {m, l}, Arl, := c, and AV1 := -c. 
Then cf=‘=, Aqk = 0 and 
l-l 
=c T Rrn+Qrnf&:+R~+~~~ 
j=n 
To prove (49) we set AQ,, = c = Ya and Arjk = 0 otherwise. Then M c,“=, Ar]k = MC = 0 and 
since Im Y = Ker M. The proof is complete. I 
REMARK 10. The computations above give another characterization of Z 2 0 in terms of the 
coefficients of the quadratic functional Z. If we denote hy N the (N + 1)n x (N + l)n-matrix 
in (50), then 
N 
Z>OHN>O on Arl = {Avk>Eo, with M c A?& = 0. 
k=O 
By considering various subspaces of Ar]s, e.g., couple steps c and --c at several points mj, lj, one 
can obtain other more general necessary conditions for Z 2 0; cf. [ 11, Theorem 81. 
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